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Cascade Water Alliance 
White River-Lake Tapps Reservoir Project 

2021 Flowline Outage  
 
Introduction and Background 
This document describes the scope of work for the 2021 Flowline Outage at the White River-
Lake Tapps Reservoir Project (“Project”), to be undertaken by Cascade Water Alliance. The 
Project is located in northern Pierce County, Washington, approximately 30 miles southeast of 
Seattle and 18 miles east of Tacoma in Section 2, Township 19 North, Range 6 East. The Project 
comprises facilities that divert water from the White River and supply it to the Lake Tapps 
Reservoir. Facilities include a headworks intake structure, a fish screen, and approximately 7.5 
miles of flumes, canals, dikes, basins, and pipes. Collectively, these facilities are referred to as 
the “Flowline.” 
 
The intake headgates are located on the White River in Buckley and were operated by Puget 
Sound Energy (PSE) from 1911 to 2004 for the primary purpose of hydroelectric power 
generation. When PSE ceased power generation in 2004, it continued to divert water from the 
White River into the Lake Tapps Reservoir for recreational purposes. 
 
Cascade Water Alliance (“Cascade”) purchased the Project from PSE in 2009. Cascade acquired 
these assets from PSE as a future source of municipal water supply for its Members and the 
region. As it works toward this goal, Cascade continues to operate the Lake Tapps Reservoir for 
recreational purposes. Both now, during the interim, pre-water supply period, and after 
Cascade develops the Lake Tapps Reservoir into a source of municipal water supply, Cascade 
intends to continue to use and maintain the existing infrastructure acquired from PSE. 
 
Since 2010, Cascade has performed maintenance on the Flowline on a regularly scheduled basis 
to keep existing facilities in good operational condition. Cascade has conducted several 
Flowline Outages since it acquired the Project in 2009. During Flowline Outages, Cascade 
dewaters the Flowline and performs inspections and maintenance of its components. Flowline 
Outages also provide an opportunity for Cascade to complete any improvement or repair 
projects that require the Flowline to be dry. The most recent Flowline Outage was conducted by 
Cascade in 2014.  
 
Purpose and Need for the 2021 Flowline Outage 
Cascade’s Flowline Outage is coordinated with the Army Corps of Engineers’ (“Corps”) 
schedule for its Mud Mountain Dam Fish Passage Project. The Corps operates a fish barrier and 
collection facility adjacent to the headgates on the White River. This Corps-owned facility is 
being replaced as part of a court-ordered settlement. As part of this construction, the Corps will 
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reconfigure the Project’s point of diversion of water from the White River, including 
constructing new headgates just upstream of the existing headgates. 
 
Cascade plans to take advantage of the Corps’ schedule to perform ordinary maintenance, 
necessary repairs, and improvement activities. Over the course of normal operation, sediment 
accumulates in the Flowline and settling basins. Failure to remove accumulated sediment 
would ultimately render the Flowline unusable due to decreased flow-carrying capacity and 
potentially increase the risk of structural failure. Such a failure would result in the inability to 
maintain recreational water levels on Lake Tapps, potentially cause local flooding and soil 
erosion, and potentially result in fish stranding and mortality. Dewatering the Flowline also 
allows for cleaning, inspection, and repair of Project components not otherwise accessible 
during normal operations. 
 
Should the Corps’ schedule be delayed, Cascade will proceed with the Flowline Outage and 
perform at least those ordinary maintenance, necessary repairs, and improvement activities that 
require the Flowline to be dewatered. 
 
Flowline Dewatering 
During the 2021 Flowline Outage, the Flowline will be dewatered between the White River 
intake headgates, west to the valve house at the outlet of the twin pipelines just above Printz 
Basin. The headgates will be closed and all valves, rock chutes, and outlets will be opened to 
allow water in the Flowline to drain into the White River and Lake Tapps (see “Work Schedule 
and Sequence,” below). The segment of the Flowline located immediately west of the valve 
house (including Printz Basin) will not be dewatered. Prior to rewatering in early 2022 the water 
level in the Lake Tapps Reservoir will be dependent on weather conditions, but the water level 
in the lake is expected to remain in the range of 538 to 540 feet. 
 
During dewatering, Cascade will open the six-foot valve in Dingle Basin. This will likely cause a 
temporary increase in the flow level in the White River downstream of the discharge outlet into 
the White River from Dingle Basin. Cascade will coordinate with the Corps and contractor 
Kiewit to ensure that public notice and notice to the Puyallup Tribe of Indians and the 
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe is given well in advance of the dewatering as an important safety 
precaution.  
 
Water quality has also been an issue with Cascade’s past dewatering and Cascade will 
communicate to the Corps and contractor Kiewit that monitoring for water quality standards 
for turbidity may be required. 
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Water Quality Monitoring 
The Washington Department of Ecology has established water quality standards for the 
discharge of waters into a natural stream or river. Monitoring turbidity levels in the White River 
prior to and during the dewatering process is necessary to ensure compliance with these 
standards. If the Flowline Outage is coordinated with the Corps’ construction schedule, this 
monitoring will be performed by the Corps’ contractor, Kiewit. If Cascade proceeds with the 
Flowline Outage independently, Cascade will perform the monitoring. Monitoring components 
will include: 

• Prior to dewatering the Flowline, monitoring of turbidity in the White River just 
upstream of the Rock Chute 2 release point to establish baseline turbidity levels in the 
receiving waterbody; 

• During Flowline dewatering, visual monitoring for any discharge of sediment at the 
release point at Rock Chute 2 and the Fish Recovery Pond Outlet; and 

• In the event that sediment discharge is observed, additional monitoring on the White 
River approximately 300 feet downstream of the Fish Recovery Pond Outlet release 
point to establish the change in turbidity following sufficient time for mixing. 

 
Fish Recovery 
During and immediately following dewatering, a significant fish recovery effort will be 
undertaken. The goal of this effort is to collect, transport, and return fish present in the Flowline 
safely back to the White River. If the Flowline Outage is coordinated with the Corps’ 
construction schedule, the Corps will be responsible for fish recovery from the Headworks to 
the Fish Screen facilities and associated planning and permitting for the 2021 Flowline Outage. 
If Cascade proceeds with the Flowline Outage independently, Cascade will take on this 
responsibility. This scenario could also result in potentially two fish recovery periods. Cascade 
anticipates that either party will use fish recovery methods similar to those described in the 
2010 Fish Recovery Plan that was prepared and used in consultation with the National Marine 
Fisheries Service, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, the Puyallup Tribe of Indians, the 
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, and the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife.  
 
Planned Ordinary Maintenance, Repair, and Improvement Activities 
The following activities are divided into (1) ordinary maintenance on the Flowline that is 
performed on a regularly scheduled basis to keep existing facilities in good operational 
condition; and (2) repair and improvement activities.  
 
Ordinary Maintenance Activities 
The following ordinary maintenance activities require that the Flowline be dewatered and will 
be conducted regardless of the Corps’ construction schedule. 
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1. Sediment removal 
Following dewatering, the Flowline will be cleaned by removing accumulated sediments 
where necessary to restore water conveyance capacity. The amount of sediment 
removed will vary depending on location within the Flowline, and is estimated below in 
cubic yards (“CY”) by location. Sediment removal will focus on the following areas: 

a. Flowline and concrete flume (5,000 – 10,000 CY); 
b. Wolslegal Basin (50,000 – 75,000 CY); 
c. Rock Chutes 1 & 2 and associated plunge pool and ditch (up to 10 CY);  
d. Fish screen facility (up to 150 CY); and 
e. Fish return pond adjacent to Dingle Basin (up to 5 CY).  

Sediments will be removed using a variety of methods, to include: removal by vactor 
truck, dragline, track hoes, dozer, and manual means. Sediments removed from the 
Flowline and concrete flume, Wolslegal Basin, and Rock Chute 2 will be stockpiled at an 
existing sediment storage site located immediately north of Wolslegal Basin. Sediment 
from Rock Chute 1 (up to 2 CY) will be flushed to the White River. Sediment removed 
from the Fish Screen Facility will be stockpiled either at the existing sediment storage 
site located adjacent to the Facility, or at the existing sediment storage sites located 
immediately north and south of Dingle Basin.  
 

2. Cleaning and Inspections 
Following sediment removal, Project components will be cleaned and inspected to 
identify any needed repairs. 
 

3. Vegetation management 
Cascade will remove vegetation growing adjacent to the Flowline that presents a risk to 
operation of the Project. This will include removal of invasive shrubs and small (2-3” 
diameter at breast height) trees along an approximately 1.2-mile stretch of the Flowline 
between the fish screen facility and the pipeline intake, and adjacent to the concrete 
flume between the headgates and the Corps bridge. These trees present a hazard to 
Project operations by falling into the Flowline or growing into the concrete flume and 
compromising its structural integrity. In addition to removal of vegetation along the 
Flowline, Cascade will clear and grub the area immediately north of Wolslegal Basin to 
allow for sediment disposal. A silt fence will be installed along the entire northern edge 
of the Basin in order to protect the adjacent Riparian Corridor.  

 
Repair and Improvement Activities  
Cascade has identified and plans to complete the following needed repair and improvement 
activities. Inspections conducted during the Flowline Outage may identify additional repair 
activities not listed below. As needed, and to the extent practicable, Cascade will conduct those 
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additional repairs and if necessary, declare an emergency for SEPA and procurement purposes 
and seek emergency approvals.  

 
1. Repair concrete apron at headgate #2 

The concrete floor of the Flowline inside headgate #2 has deteriorated due to abrasion 
from debris in rushing water. Cascade will dewater the area by pump and construct a 
dam wall between the headgate #1 and #2 aprons to prevent leakage during repair 
activities. Cascade will then pressure wash the area before pouring high-strength 
concrete over an area of approximately 1,000 square feet. The work will not change the 
footprint of the apron structure. This method was used successfully to repair the 
concrete floor inside headgate #1 in 2018. 

 
2. Repair crack in concrete flume 

A small crack in the seam of the newer concrete flume located approximately a half-mile 
west of the headgates is allowing sediment and water to escape the Flowline. The crack 
will be inspected, and the best repair method identified and conducted.  

 
3. Install valve house wall protection 

Cascade will modify the interior walls of the valve house outlet structure to provide 
protection from damage caused by water impact. Selection of the wall protection 
method will occur following cleaning and inspection of the outlet structure and may 
include application of epoxy or installation of steel sheets. In the case of steel sheets, the 
sheets will be transported and installed using a boom truck and mounted using a block 
and tackle with hooks inside the concrete outlet structure.  

 
4. Install debris boom at pipeline intake 

Cascade will install a debris boom, previously used at Dingle Basin, at the pipeline 
intake to catch and corral debris in the Flowline before it is caught by the trash rack or 
enters the twin pipelines. Placement of the boom will require installation of one 6’x4’ 
concrete block on each side of the Flowline. Similar debris booms are installed and used 
at Dingle Basin and the fish screen facility 

 
5. Repair culvert next to Corps bridge 

Cascade owns a surface-mounted culvert that drains stormwater sheet flow from the 
south bank of the Flowline just west of the Corps bridge. Water from this culvert 
currently flows under the bridge and into the Flowline. Cascade will repair or replace 
the culvert in-kind. 
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6. Repair gravel road from fish recovery pond to White River. 
Cascade owns an easement across the City of Buckley property that contains the fish 
screen bypass pipe and recovery system, including its discharge point on the White 
River. The gravel road across this property requires repair and re-grading in preparation 
for fish recovery. Cascade will add gravel as needed and roll the road back to 20% grade.  
 

Work Schedule and Sequence 
The 2021 Flowline Outage will begin in September or October of 2021 according to the 
following sequence. Unless noted otherwise, all tasks will be performed by Cascade or 
contractors working for Cascade. Some activities can be performed in parallel:   
 

1. Prepare for dewatering and fish recovery. 
a. Install all required Temporary Erosion and Sediment Control measures.  
b. Remove sediments surrounding Dingle Basin fish recovery system drain by 

vactor truck to ensure proper drain operation during dewatering. 
c. Conduct road repair to the gravel road from the fish recovery pond to the White 

River (see #6 in previous section). 
d. Install sandbags along gravel road and dispersal chamber from fish recovery 

pond to White River (to be conducted by the party responsible for fish recovery). 
e. Place sandbags or other similar barrier in the concrete flume immediately west of 

where Rock Chute 2 connects to the flume.  
2. Dewater the Flowline (described in sequence from east to west). 

a. Open the valves at the valve house to allow the pool elevation at the fish screen 
facility to lower. 

b. Close the Intake Headgates, shutting off the diversion of water from the White 
River into the Flowline. 

c. Open Rock Chute 1 to allow any seepage past the Headgates to exit the Flowline 
and return to the White River. 

d. Open Rock Chute 2 to direct and remove any remaining water from the concrete 
flume. 

e. Open the six-foot valve located in Wolslegal Basin to allow Flowline water to 
flow back into the White River. 

f. Open the fish recovery pond outlet structure gates in Dingle Basin to allow 
Flowline water back into the White River. Open Dingle Basin valves and allow 
water to flow out of the ditch and drain line. 

g. Allow Flowline Fish Screen water to drain through the Fish Return Pipeline and 
back into the White River. 

h. Pump Flowline water out of the Twin Pipeline Intake Structure located at the 
upstream end of the twin pipelines into the adjacent (northern) County drainage 
ditch and into Lake Tapps. 
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i. Allow remaining Flowline water to drain through the twin pipelines and into 
Lake Tapps.  

3. Recover fish (to be Corps or Cascade responsibility). 
4. Remove sediment from Flowline and Project facilities and deposit according to sediment 

plan. 
5. Clean and inspect Flowline and exposed Project facilities. 
6. Perform remaining “Planned Maintenance, Repair, and Improvement Activities” (see 

above) and any additional activities identified during inspections. 
7. Re-water the Flowline. 

a. If Corps construction activities are complete, open the Headgate to resume 
diversion of water from the White River. Otherwise, coordinate with the Corps to 
accept pumped water from the White River into the Flowline. 

b. Check to see that Project facilities are operating properly. 
 
Cascade anticipates that sediment removal activities will be completed within approximately 
eight to ten weeks. Other maintenance and repair activities will be undertaken as necessary. 
Rewatering will occur as allowed by Corps construction activities, but not before January of 
2022. Refill of Lake Tapps using the Flowline is anticipated to begin in mid-February/early 
March 2022. Should Corps construction be incomplete at this time, the Corps will be responsible 
for pumping Cascade’s allocated water from the White River into the Flowline to ensure proper 
functioning of the Project. 
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